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Michaelis Cutter Buckets
The "Green" alternative for cleaning your canals, open earth drains and waterways.
Michaelis cutter buckets are designed for removing unwanted reeds and vegetation from canals,
open earth drains and waterways without disturbing the valuable foundations of the system.
This ecofriendly method cuts the reeds etc off below the waterline without disturbing the silt.
This method ensures that there is no erosion and disturbance of the water quality.
Michaelis cutter buckets are designed for mounting on backhoes and excavators and come in varying cutting widths from 2.2m to
5.0m. This means that the Michaelis cutter bucket can be ordered to suit the size of the machine it is to be mounted on and the
work that is to be carried out.

Efficient maintenance of water canals with the robust and powerful technology of MICHAELIS.
For mowing works in drainage canals and the bottom of ditches with the facility to remove
the cut material at the same time
Available in cutting widths of up to 5 metres
High cutting power thanks to gear or semigear drive
Lowwear bearing positions and components
Central lubrication
Tried and tested MICHAELIS cutting system with protruding finger bar and floating knife
Quick and easy installation
Your Michaelis advantages:
Powerful due to gear drive
Maintenancefree through central lubrication
Low wear and tear
Robust construction
Individual adaption to your excavator
The Michaelis professional quality cutter buckets are exclusively imported by StockerCrew and
distributed direct or through your trusted Ag dealer.
All StockerCrew require from you is the backhoe or excavator model or size and then we can
offer you the correct Michaelis Cutter bucket to suit.

Call us for further information or visit www.stockercrew.com.au.
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